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entire frequency range, yet only ranges of around 0,8 
mV achieve 60 dBc. Consequently, to maintain the 
desired suppression levels, parameters need adjust-
ment whenever frequencies change. Additionally, 
because the optimal parameters are temperature-
dependent, either a stable temperature must be 
maintained for consistent suppression or frequent 
recalibration is required.

Introduction: Frequency up-conversion, a fundamen-
tal process often employed in radio frequency (RF) 
and microwave (MW) systems, shifts a signal from 
lower frequencies into a higher-frequency range. Tra-
ditional mixers used for this task require image rejec-
tion filters to suppress unwanted sidebands (SB), 
adding cost, space requirements and complexity. IQ 
mixers offer a filterless alternative, since they inher-
ently suppress the image in single-sideband con-
figuration. However, this approach poses two chal-
lenges: To achieve acceptable signal quality, both the 
image power and the leakage of the local oscillator 
(LO) must lie below a certain threshold. The SB sup-
pression is maximized by reducing the amplitude and 
phase imbalance between the in-phase (I) and quad-
rature (Q) signal. The LO leakage can be mitigated by 
applying a DC voltage at the I and Q port to prevent 
DC current flowing in the mixer, which would gener-
ate LO frequency output in the RF signal. 
The goal of this thesis is to build an automated cali-
bration test bench for IQ mixers, aiming to achieve a 
minimum LO and SB suppression of 60 dBc within an 
LO frequency range of 2 up to 18 GHz and an interme-
diate-frequency (IF) signal bandwidth of up to 3 GHz. 
Using this test bench, the calibration limits of wide-
band IQ up-converters should be explored for two 
predefined mixer examples. Additionally, the influ-
ence of LO/IF frequency and temperature on mixer 
calibration should be characterized. 

Approach: After identifying suitable instruments and 
components for the test bench, they are remotely 
controlled via a Python script. An algorithm aimed at 
finding the optimal parameter values for maximum 
SB and LO suppression is implemented. It iteratively 
narrows the parameter value search range until the 
best ones are found, as is visualized in Fig. 2. The IQ 
mixer is then characterized across the entire fre-
quency range by optimizing the parameters at each 
frequency step. This process is repeated for different 
temperatures to characterize the effect of the tem-
perature on the mixer performance. 

Result: The automated calibration test bench func-
tions effectively, calibrating and characterizing any 
IQ mixer rather efficiently. Both tested mixers demon-
strate similar performance after optimization, meet-
ing the required SB and LO suppression levels of 60 
dBc. Fig. 3 presents a comparison of the calibrated 
suppression values of one of the mixers against its 
uncalibrated values. Both tested mixers performed 
similarly. The parameter ranges that achieve sup-
pression levels of 60 dBc or more are remarkably 
narrow in comparison to the frequency-dependent 
changes of the parameters. For example, the I bias 
voltage varies between –100 and 10 mV over the 
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Fig. 2: I and Q DC voltage sweeps to find the values where the 
LO leakage is minimized.
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Fig. 3: IQ mixer calibration values over the LO frequency range.
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Fig. 1: Picture of the automated calibration testbench.
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